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On May 18, author Janet Tashjian is coming to visit the 3rd, 4th and 5th Grade students at WPES! (Original date in
March was a Snow day) In addition to writing books for elementary students, Janet is a critically acclaimed novelist for
young adults. Janet shares, “When I am not writing, I am rewriting.” She’s very excited about the brand new release
“MY LIFE AS A YOUTUBER” and can’t wait to tell the students all about it!

Should you wish to order books to be autographed, please complete this form and return to school in an
envelope to Therese Herrero ℅ Ashley Herrero 4-M. Checks should be made payable to WPESA. Deadline
for orders is May 7. Any prior orders will be filled and sent home on May 18th. See back of this flyer for
books for upper grades.
Early and Middle Chapter Books For Grades

K-3

Marty Frye, Private Eye: Case of the Missing Action Figure (hardcover) ----$16.00______________
Marty Frye is not your ordinary sleuth. Marty Frye is a poet detective--he makes up rhymes as he solves small crimes. When his
friend Emma's diary is missing, Marty is on the case. When Katie's flour is nowhere to be found, Marty tracks it down. And when
the brand-new Action Chuck figures mysteriously vanish from the toy store, Marty unravels the mystery. Will there ever be a case
too hard for Marty to solve? Or a word too impossible to rhyme? Broken into three short stories, this is an ideal stepping stone to
longer chapter books. Young readers will be off in search of a rhyme in no time.
Marty Frye, Private Eye: Case of the Stolen Poodle (hardcover) -------------$16.00______________
when a friend's poodle goes missing, Marty comes to the rescue. But can he still manage to make up rhymes while he solves new
crimes?
Sticker Girl (paperback) -------------------------------------------------------------------$ 8.00______________
Martina Rivera has a remarkable imagination. But with two extroverted brothers at home, she’s always struggled to make a big
impression on those around her. Life soon takes an exciting turn when Martina discovers the secret power of her sticker collection:
They come to life! Among her magical sticker friends are Craig, a rambunctious talking cupcake; Nora, a karaoke-singing ladybug;
and Lucinda, a very sleepy fairy. Will her new sticker friends help her overcome her shyness? Or will they get Martina in lots of
trouble? Or both?!
Sticker Girl Rules the School (hardcover) ---------------------------------------------$14.00______________
With a newfound confidence in hand, Martina is thinking about running for student council. Of course, her rambunctious sticker
sidekick Craig―a talking cupcake―thinks this is a great idea and volunteers her to run for class president. As Martina soon
discovers, running a campaign is a piece of cake compared to organizing a class trip and managing a horde of unruly stickers
determined to create chaos within her group of friends.
Einstein the Class Hamster (paperback)-------------------------------------------------$ 8.00______________
Einstein is from a long line of class hamsters. He knows lots of cool facts about science, art, and history – maybe even more than
the class’s sleepy teacher Ms. Moreno. The students have a chance to compete in a trivia game show contest – but how can they
prepare if Ms. Moreno keeps taking naps instead of teaching? More important, how can Einstein help the class get ready when the
only kid who can hear him is Ned? Check out this hilarious new series starring the lovable, walking-encyclopedia, game showobsessed Einstein the class hamster.
Einstein and the Very Real Game Show (hardcover)--------------------------------$14.00______________
In this companion to Einstein the Class Hamster, we follow Ms. Moreno’s class as they face off against the students of Crackerjack
Elementary on the hit game show Kids Know Stuff. But when Principal Decker sneaks Twinkles the python into the studio, there’s
widespread panic; the show’s host is afraid of snakes and walks off the set. Now is Einstein’s chance to shine! With the assistance
of a sound engineer who can also hear Einstein, Ned and Marlon help Einstein get ready to host the show and save the day. But
something goes wrong. Does Einstein have . . . STAGE FRIGHT? Oh no! Ned and Marlon must find a way to help Einstein and
win the game show.
Einstein the Class Hamster Saves the Library (hardcover)----------------------$14.00_________________
NEW RELEASE! Einstein the class hamster, lover of fun facts, is getting ready for his game show when in walks Principal Decker
with some bad news. Due to severe budget cuts, the school library will be closed for the rest of the year. How is this possible? The
library is the heart of the school! Einstein is determined to find a way to save the library
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Middle Grade Graphic Novel Chapter Books- Grade 2 and Above
***My Life as a Youtuber (BRAND NEW RELEASE! – hardcover) ---------------$14.00________________
Derek Fallon finally found something to get excited about at school―an extracurricular class on making videos! Together with his
friends Carly, Matt, and Umberto, Derek can’t wait to create his own Youtube web series. But he soon realizes Youtube stardom is
a lot of work.
My Life as a Ninja (New Release- hardcover) ------------------------------------$14.00________________
Derek Fallon has expanded his taste in cartoons to the world of manga and anime. Together with his friends Carly, Matt, and
Umberto, Derek has fun learning about all the cool aspects of ninja culture. When someone starts vandalizing their school with
graffiti of a mischievous troll-like figure, these ninjas-in-training are convinced they'll be able to crack the case. But it turns out
that being a ninja is a lot more work than they thought, and this adventure brings about new opportunities for Derek to embarrass
himself. For once, can he be the hero that saves the day?
My Life as a Gamer (hardcover) ------------------------------------------------------$14.00_____________
Derek Fallon gets the chance of a lifetime--to participate in a gaming company focus group and to test out a new video game called
"Arctic Ninja." Together with his friends Carly, Matt, and Umberto, Derek thinks his gaming talents will be showcased. But he
soon realizes that everyone has got him beat, including whiz kid El Cid. On top of that, school reading tests have begun and Derek
feels doubly off his game. Isn't there anything he's good at?
My Life as a Book (paperback) ---------------------------------------------------------$ 8.00 _______________
Summer’s finally here, and Derek Fallon is looking forward to pelting the UPS truck with water balloons, climbing onto the garage
roof, and conducting silly investigations. But when his parents decide to send him to Learning Camp, Derek’s dreams of fun come
to an end. Ever since he’s been labeled a “reluctant reader,” his mom has pushed him to read “real” books—something other than
his beloved Calvin & Hobbes. As Derek forges unexpected friendships and uncovers a family secret involving himself (in diapers!
no less), he realizes that adventures and surprises are around the corner, complete with curve balls
My Life as a Joke (paperback) ----------------------------------------------------------$ 8.00______________
Derek Fallon discovers all the angst that comes with being twelve—he just wants to feel grown up, but life gets in the way with a
series of mishaps that make him look like a baby. He passes out during a worm dissection in science class, falls flat on his face in
gym class and gets a fat lip that causes him to lisp all day, and his plans for a monster-truck party turn into a bouncy house disaster.
Why isn’t being in middle school as great as Derek imagined? Thankfully, with a little help from his friends—and, ironically, a
Toys for Tots fundraiser—things seem like they could start shaping up at last.
My Life as a Cartoonist (paperback) --------------------------------------------------$ 8.00______________
There’s a new kid in Derek Fallon’s class. His name is Umberto and he uses a wheelchair. Derek’s family is still fostering Frank
the monkey, and Derek thinks it would be great to train Frank to assist Umberto. But Derek quickly realizes that Umberto is
definitely not looking for any help. Derek soon becomes the butt of Umberto’s jokes. On top of that, Umberto starts stealing
Derek’s cartoon ideas and claiming them as his own. How did Derek get himself into this mess, and how can he find a way out
before he is the laughingstock of school? The answer may very well be his cartoon strip—SUPER FRANK!

NAME:

___________________________

CLASS/GRADE: ______________________

